ABSTRACT. We obtain an atomic decomposition for two-parameter parabolic Hp spaces, showing simultaneously an integral inequality between Lusin functions and nontangential maximal functions. As its consequence, we generalize Fefferman's weak type estimates for double singular integrals.
Introduction.
Gundy and Stein [6] proved that Hp spaces on the bidisc are characterized in terms of Lusin functions. Under a certain restriction, this was extended to parabolic Hp spaces by [7] . In the present note we consider parabolic Hp spaces on R™ xR"2 again and extend R. Fefferman's atomic decomposition (see [4] ) to this setting, which enables us to remove the restriction mentioned above and brings the Lusin function characterization of two-parameter parabolic Hp spaces. (See Theorems 1 and 2.) As a consequence, C. Fefferman's weak type estimates for double singular integrals are further generalized (see [3, 7] and Theorem 3).
Preliminaries.
Here are some of our notations and background materials. . We also write R = R(x,t), R* = R,(x,t), R+ = R+(x,t). [ \f*Mv)\2tritridy£-) ,
with the usual notation:
and define the radial maximal function /+ by f+(x) = supt |/ * <pt(x)\. Then it is known that if /+ e Lp (0 < p < oo), then S(f) G Lp and||S(/)||p<c||/+||p(see [7] ).
In this section we prove that if f G L2 (this is assumed for simplicity) and S(f) G Lp (0 < p < 1), then / can be decomposed into atoms, showing at the same time the inequality: ||/+||p < c||5(/)||p.
Here For the case when Pt is diagonal, see [7] . Now we prove Theorem 1. We first require some preliminaries. where R = B^ x B^ and B^ is a ball in R"\ Suppose that Ni and N2 in (3.3) are large enough to satisfy 6 = 6(Ni,N2) = min{Ni/~ji, N2/12} -1 > (2 -p)/2p. Then, as in [4] , to prove Theorem 1 it is sufficient to show
where L is a function such that ||L||2 < c22fc|Ofc|.
To prove (3.8), fix k, x, t and let 32* = {R G 32(k): RtnS is not empty}, where 5 = R(x,t). Then since supp&fi C fi" we have ak * <pt(x) = J2Re£f bR * <Pt(x). Let R G £?(1). We estimate bR * ft(x)-Recall that suppôt C R*. Therefore, since yjW has vanishing moments up to the order Ni -1, using Taylor's formula and noting R» C 5+, we easily find \bR*Mx)\<c^)Nl Ç-^)N2 \Sr JjbR\dy.
Next, since R C S+, it follows that \S+r\Uk\ > \R\/2. Combining these inequalities, we have \bR * <Pt(x)\ < c(\S+ n Uk\/\S\)S\R\ |5r1Ms(6fi)(x). Thus (3.10) L4i*^(x)|<C £ (^igi^1) ¡RUSr'MsibnKx).
Let 3?(S) = {Rg32: AC S+}. Then, note that (3.4) implies çJifeili)-
where c is independent of x and t. Thus, applying the Schwarz inequality to the right hand side of (3.10), we obtain (3.9). Thus, applying the Schwarz inequality to the right-hand side of (3.14), we have (3.15) 2> <c'T)"{i^^f/2
On the other hand, by (3.6) and (3. Therefore, combining (3.15) with (3.11), we obtain a desired estimate. A3 * <pt(x) can be treated similarly.
Finally we estimate A4 * ft(x). Note that if -5f(4) is not empty, then Uk D S+. Thus This is what we need since we have already obtained desired estimates for Aj * (pt(x) (j = 1,2,3) and by (3.6) and (3.7) we have ||afc||2 < c22fc|0¡t|. This completes a proof of (3.8). 
We can generalize the weak type estimates of [3 and 7] . Combining results of [7] with Theorem 2, we obtain the equivalence with respect to the Lp-norms of Lusin functions and radial maximal functions (radial maximal functions can be replaced by nontangential maximal functions). Now we briefly see how this equivalence implies where / is a function with compact support such that /1/| log(2 + \f\)dx < oo, ff{xW,xW)dxW = 0 for all x^ G Rni, ¡f(x^,x^)dx^ = 0 for all x^ G R"2. We can show by a direct estimate that /+ G Lp for some p < 1. Thus, as in [7] , (4.1) follows from the inequality suP||(/*/^)+||p<C||/+||p, á>0 where K^(x)= ] [ K(i)(x{l))h(Mpi-t)(x{%))){l-h(8-lp(l)(x{l)))}.
¿=1,2 (4.2) is proved as follows. First, by Theorem 2 we have that ||(/ * Ä"'*')+||p < c\\S(f * Ä"(e))||p. Next, it is not difficult to see that supé>0||5(/ * -fi"(í))||p < cllSl/)Up. Finally, from results of [7] it follows that ||5(/)||p < c||/+||p. Combining these results, we obtain (4.2). See [7] for more details.
